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Corrigendum

BILATERAL COOPERATION

Cover page table
- Add the word “(withdrawn)” to the title, “Request to identify and formulate an investment project in the halon sector in Morocco.”

Page 2
- Para 1, 2nd sentence: Replace the word “Two” with the word “Five”.

Page 7
- Para 20, 2nd sentence: Replace with the following sentence, “The projects submitted for Brazil, Cuba, and Morocco were subsequently withdrawn.”
- Table 4: Replace the word “Pending” for the project for Morocco with the word “Withdrawn”.

Pages 8-9
- Delete paragraphs 26-30.

Page 10
- Replace para 35 with the following: “The project budget was subsequently modified to include US $50,000 for a UNEP workshop, US $70,000 for the demonstration of halon alternatives, US $25,000 each for Lebanon and Yemen (countries with a low level of installed capacity), US $50,000 each for recycling equipment and training each for Bahrain and Qatar. Including contingency and administrative costs, a total of US $312,650 is being requested as follows: US $132,775 for Germany, US $123,375 for France, and US $56,500 for UNEP”.
- Delete the 2nd through 4th sentences in para 37.

Pages 10-11
- Delete paragraphs 38, 40 and 44.

Page 12
- Table 5: Replace “EG” with “Pending”.
- Para 48: Replace “UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/30/32” with UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/30/31”.